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We’re Nasher Miles. A new-age digital-first brand, committed to makingWe’re Nasher Miles. A new-age digital-first brand, committed to making
travel easy, efficient, and tasteful for you.travel easy, efficient, and tasteful for you.
We are a company that’s led by individuals who come from diverseWe are a company that’s led by individuals who come from diverse
backgrounds with one thing in common - their love for travel.backgrounds with one thing in common - their love for travel.

A couple of years ago, on an international terminal waiting for our A couple of years ago, on an international terminal waiting for our 
luggageluggage on the baggage belt, we realized how monotonous every bag on the baggage belt, we realized how monotonous every bag
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looked. This seemed like an opportunity to break the clutter and led tolooked. This seemed like an opportunity to break the clutter and led to
the creation of a brand that is driven by nothing but innovation.the creation of a brand that is driven by nothing but innovation.

Every single piece created at Nasher Miles is designed and engineeredEvery single piece created at Nasher Miles is designed and engineered
to set you apart.to set you apart.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/contempoFor more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/contempo
rary-travel-luggage-brand-company-nasher-miles-9900rary-travel-luggage-brand-company-nasher-miles-9900
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